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Isaac de Castro, Albert Boumeester and 

early Sephardi Printing in Amsterdam' 

In 1932, the great collector and bibliographer Alfonso Cassuto revealed 

the existence of an extremely rare book written by a certain Isaac de Cas-

tro, entitled Sabre a principia e restaura<;aa da munda ('On the beginning 
and restoration ofthe world', fig. 1 ), 2 published without printer' s name or 

location in the year 1612. Cassuto had come across a copy of this work, 

which had been overlooked by previous bibliographers,3 at the Staatsbib-

liothek (now Staats-und Universitätisbibliothek ofHamburg), and dis-

covered that it contained a hitherto unknown second work by the same 

author, called Sabre a abri3a<;aa das sabias ('On the duty of the sages', 
fig. 2). Cassuto thought both works were part of a single edition and pro-
vided a short bibliographical description togetherwith an appraisal of the 

historical significance ofboth titles in the context of early Sephardic Set-

tlement in Northern Europe. 

The relevance of this edition stems from the information it provides ab out 

the initial period ofJewish life in northern Germany, since the author and 

other persons mentioned in the works appear to have belonged to the 

Portuguese Jewish community ofHamburg. Indeed, Sabre a principia e 
restaura<;aa da munda and Sabre a abri3a<;aa das sabias may have been the 
first Jewish books to appear in the area. Both works are also connected to 

the Northern Netherlands, since around 1610 several Spanish and Portu-

guese books were printed in Amsterdam for Portuguese immigrants who 

had begun to organise Jewish communities there. The two books are at 

the centre of the discussion about where a number of Spanish and Portu-

guese volumes in which no printer or location is mentioned were actually 

published: Hamburg or Amsterdam. Cassuto surmised that the typo-

graphical evidence of Isaac de Castro's work pointed to the Northern 

Netherlands, although he thought the author and sponsor were Portu-

guese Jews living in Hamburg. Unfortunately, the evidence provided by 

Cassuto is rather general and his article was published without any repro-
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Fig.I 
Titlepage ofSobreo 

principio e restaurapfo do 
mundo, Bibliotheca 

Rosenthaliana 

Fig.2 
Tide page of Sobre a 

obrigai;iio dos sabios, 
Universitätsbibliothek, 

Uppsala 

duction of typographical details, leaving the identifi.cation of these and 

the circumstances surrounding Isaac de Castro's work open to specula-

tion. The loss of the book together with other extremely rare and unique 

Sephardica from the Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek during the Sec-

ond World War exacerbated matters, since the three remaining copies of 

Isaac de Castro's edition were all incomplete, lacking the companion 

work, Sabre a abrißaraa das sabias." 

Recently, while preparing the publication of a bibliography of Spanish 

and Portußuese Printinß in the Narthern Netherlands 1584-1825, I discov-

ered a volume containing both Sabre a principia da munda and Sabre a 

abrißaraa das sabias in the magnificent collection ofJudaica at the Univer-

sitetsbibliotek ofUppsala. From the microfi.lm reproduction of this valu-

able book provided by the library it was evident just how crucial the sec-

ond title was, since it was now possible to determine where the edition 

was printed. This present description ofboth titles therefore sheds new 

light on early Jewish printing in Northern Europe, since the typographi-

cal details contained in Sabre a abrißaraa das sabias permit us not only to 

determine where the volume was printed, but also by whom. 
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Early Printing for the Portuguese J ews ofN orthern Europe 

The two works by Isaac de Castro are among several in Spanish and Por-

tuguese by Iberian immigrants to Northern Europe at the close of the 

sixteenth and early seventeenth century. They share many of the fea-

tures of these publications, notably an absence of concrete information 

on where and by whom they were printed. In fact the concealment or 
outright falsification of the printer' s name and location is a significant 

factor in the context of early Jewish settlement in Northern Europe, as 

has been demonstrated in studies by leading historians and bibliogra-

phers. 
In his famous Biblioßraphie en Historie, Sigmund Seeligmann, as 

passionate a book collector and bibliographer as Alfonso Cassuto, pre-

sented an overview of the first Jewish books printed in the Dutch Re-

public from a reprint of a prayerbook previously printed in Ferrara ( the 

so-called Mahzor Maguntia) in 1584, to 1627, the year in which Me-

nasseh ben Israel founded his J ewish press. He was able to identify many 
of the rare editions he had personally come across or knew of, providing 

key typographical information on such details as paper, vignettes and 

type used in the editions. Thus on the basis of a particular vignette, 

printed prominently on the title page, Seeligmann argued that a prayer-

book printed in 'Maguntia' according to its colophon, had in fact been 

printed in Dordrecht by the Dutch printer Peeter Verhagen, presumably 

for Portuguese New Christians returning to Judaism in Antwerp. On 

the other hand, using historical sources, Seeligmann argued that 'Fran-

co de Mendos;:a et compafiia', listed as editor of the Orden de Roshasana 

y Kipur, printed in 5364 (1604) was probably Isaac Franco Mendes, one 
of the founders of Amsterdam's Neve Shalom community. Seelig-

mann's exploration of some sixteen volumes probably printed in the 

Netherlands has since been completed and partially corrected by Her-

man Prins Salomon in his study on Fernäo Alvares Melo alias David 

Abenatar Melo; while Adri Offenberg and I, on the basis of newly avail-

able bibliographical data, have worked further on Seeligmann's list. 

S alomon provided a careful analysis ofJ ewish liturgy printed in Spanish 

in Amsterdam, offering insight into Melo's reasons for founding hls 

own Jewish print shop, which published various prayerbooks in Span-

ish between r6I7 and 1622. On the other hand, Salomon contested 

Seeligmann's theory that Melo's Salmos, published with a fictitious lo-

cation of Franqua Porte (Frankfurt) in r 62 6, were printed in Amsterdam, 

arguing instead that it must have come from a Hamburg press. Salo-

mon' s arguments are relevantto the present analysis ofisaac de Castro' s 

works, since he compares the Salmos typography with all known extant 

or reported editions relating to Hamburg, mentioning details such as 

paper, vignettes and type used in these editions, in combination with 

hlstorical data. In applying thls analysis, Salomon proposed that Sobre 
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a principia e restaurar;:aa da munda and Sabre a ubrigar;:aa das sabias must 
have been printed in Hamburg rather than Amsterdam, 'i thus contesting 

Cassuto's earlier hypothesis. 

This is not the place to review all the early Jewish books printed in 

Spanish and Portuguese in the N etherlands and Hamburg; for the present 

analysis of the two works by Isaac de Castro two aspects relating to early 

Sephardic printing in Northern Europe are of interest: the relevance of 

falsification and suppression of printing details on title pages and else-

where, and typographical evidence as an aid to determining whether a 

workwas printedin the Netherlands (Amsterdam) orin Germany (Ham-

burg). 

The Impressum as a Strategy 

Many of the Spanish and Portuguese books printed for the Sephardic 

Jews of the Netherlands and Germany before the 1630s either present the 

reader with no information at all as to where and by whom they were 

printed, occasionally even concealing the date of impression, or they 

present outright misleading information, with fictitious locations, print-

ers and even the year of publication. In order to discover the real biblio-

graphical details, it is necessary to place the typographical information in 

its historical context to explain why this fiction was required. Several ar-

guments have been suggested for the use of fictitious locations and print-

ers' names, Seeligmann thought that these former Marranos intended to 

send books to Spain and Portugal, and that they hoped to mislead the In-

quisition by mentioning cities such as Frankfurt, Antwerp or Mainz, 

which were still Catholic. Although he also implicitly recognised the 

commercial value of the Frankfurt address, with its international reputa-

tion as the home of the Book Fair, this argument was dismissed by Salo-

monj' who instead offered other external and internal motives for the 

falsification or suppression of printing details, such as the wish to avoid 

censure from local Protestant clerics, in the case of the Orden de Rashas-
anah y Kipur by Franco de Mend0<;:a et Companhia,' • or even from within 

the Jewish community itself, as with the substitution of Frankfurt for 
Amsterdam on the title page of part ofMenasseh ben Israel' s Canciliatar 

(1632). With respect to the latter, the parnassim may have reacted out of 
fear of Calvinist opposition to Menasseh's book. The fictitious location 

of Frankfurt adopted by Melo for his Salmas was intended to absolve 
Hamburg's Sephardi rabbinate of all responsibility, again in the context 

of Protestant opposition to overt Jewish practice.' • 
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Fig.3a 
Tide page of Los siete dias de 

la semana, PlantijnMoretus, 
Antwerp 

Fig.3b 
Tide page ofLos siete dias de 

lasemana, Biblioteca 
Nacional, Madrid 

However attractive this argument, it cannot be applied to all the early 

Spanish and Portuguese editions with fictitious or suppressed locations 

that appeared in the Netherlands and Germany in the early seventeenth 

century. Some works by Joseph (Francisco) de Caceres, Siete dias de la 

semana (1612, figs. 3a, 3b) andDialoßOS satiricos (16r6/16r7, figs. 4a, 4b ), or 
the Spanish translation ofMaimonides' treatise on contrition by Samuel 

da Silva (ofHamburg) (1613, fig. 5) appeared with different title pages, al-
ternating Amsterdam with the fictitious locations of Antwerp and Frank-

furt. While Seeligmann' s argument regarding the attempt to deceive the 

Inquisition cannot be discounted in the case of Caceres' publications, 

commercial motives were clearly a factor too. Evidently, Caceres' inter-

national editions of non-Jewish works were intended for a non-Jewish 

segment of the Spanish public, whereas volumes printed overtly in Am-

sterdam were intended for the Portuguese Jewish market. The case of 

Da Silva's Libro de la tesuba or Tratado de la thesuvah, purporting tobe 

printed in Francaforte and Amsterdam respectively, is more intriguing. 

Since the sole extant copy of the latter has amanuscripttitle page, albeit in 

full typographical style, Da Silva presumably withdrew the identification 
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Fig.4a 
Tide page ofDidlogos 

satiricos, Biblioteca 

Nacional, Madrid 

Fig.4b 
Tide page ofDüilogos 

satiricos, Biblioteca 

Nacional, Madrid 

EN AMSTERDAM, 
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dc.1ibros,a1Angel, 

'/l.pri111era tleH.entro~ {~ 17: 
. ' . ~ ""' .~ .. -,, 

,, 
MM . J tfu ; 

of Amsterdam in that part of the print run destined for Portuguese J ewish 
readers in Hamburg. Apparently, such an overtly Jewish publication 
might draw attention to the close ties between the Jewish communities of 

Amsterdam and Hamburg, and might compromise the position of the 

nascent Jewish settlement in the German city, which was viewed with 

hostility by the L utheran Church. 

In this context, the suppression of the printing location in Isaac de 

Castro's two works was surely a deliberate strategy, motivated by the still 

insecure position of a J ewish community within a Christian environment. 
Whether Hamburg or Amsterdam was the actual location, the fact that 

the work originated in Hamburg connects it to Samuel da Silva' s Libro de 
la tesuba. If Sobre o principio e restaura<;iio do mundo and Sobre a obrißa<;:iio 
das scibios were printed in Amsterdam, the subterfuge was intended to 

protect the Hamburg Jews responsible for the edition. 
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Fig.5 
Tide page of Libro de la 

tesuba, BibliotecaNacional, 
Madrid 
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Typographical Evidence 

Since Seeligmann, scholars studying early Jewish Spanish and Portu-

guese publications in northern Europe have used typographical evidence 

to distinguish volumes printed in the Netherlands from those printed in 

Germany. lt is useful to review these typographical arguments, since they 

are more complex than the apparently straightforward nature of their 

evidence rnight suggest. Moreover, organising the arguments provides a 

solid framework for the typographical analysis of Sobre o principio e res-
taurai,:ao do mundo and Sobre a obrigai,:ao das sdbios. 
One element often cited when evaluating early seventeenth-century 

Dutch or German editions is the quality of the paper. The Netherlands 

was famous for its printing paper in this period. It is strong, clear and only 

occasionally affected by severe browning. By contrast, German printing 

of the same period is known for its poor quality paper, with its typical 

brownish colour, uneven wear and felt-like consistency. When exam-

ining early Sephardic editions, poor quality paper is an indicator that a 

volume may have been published in Germany. However, the opposite 
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is not necessarily true. A volume printed on good paper may still have 

been printed in Germany, since Portuguese J ews living in Hamburg, who 
maintained extensive contacts with Portuguese Jews in the Netherlands, 

may weil have purchased Dutch paper. 

Since Dutch printing was more sophisticated than German printing, 

and geared to large communities of foreign rnigrants in the Netherlands, 

Dutch print shops possessed the romance characters required for Span-

ish and Portuguese, unlike German print shops. Cassuto and Salomon 
regularly noted the presence or absence of movable accents, such as the 

tilde and the cedilla ( as in fi and <;:), as evidence in deterrnining whether an 
edition was printed in Amsterdam or Hamburg. 

The use of decorative elements such as large or small vignettes, the lat-

ter frequently combined in order to form decorative strings or borders, 

and of embellished initials, has also been cited as a distinctive feature. Al-

though the argument is generally valid (most Dutch books are indeed of 

superior aesthetic quality), the study of vignettes requires careful analysis 

in which mere resemblance is never enough for sound conclusions; since 

vignettes and type found their way from one printer to another and oc-

casionally also from one city to another, only where vignettes and initials 

reveal signs of wear from repeated use in successive editions do they offer 

positive evidence of a specifi.c printer or print shop. 

Finally, details such as binding and paper edging have also been cited 

to support a hypothesis in one or another direction. Clearly this kind of 

evidence is rarely relevant, since books could be sold unbound, and once 

bound they could be rebound, passing from one owner to another. 

lt is increasingly clear from studies on early Sephardic printing that 

the use of typographical evidence is far from satisfactory. lt is often arbi-

trarily applied and no consistent method exists. The following is an at-

tempt to offer a more systematic and conclusive approach in the context 

of an analysis oflsaac de Castro's Sabre a principia e restauragaa da munda 
and his Sabre a abrigagaa das sdbias. 

Sobre o prindpio e restaura<;:iio do mundo and Sobre a obriga<;:iio dos sabios 

The complete edition containing Sabre a principia e restauragaa da munda 
('On the Creation and Restoration of the World') and Sabre a abrigagaa 
das sdbias ('On the Obligation of the Sages') is printed in small octavo for-
mat composed of n2 leaves, 104 belonging to the fust title while the re-

maining 8 constitute the second work. There are as many arguments for 

considering both works as a unit as there are to view them as separate edi-

tions. The fact that the gatherings are numbered continuously (A-N8), 
and the author's remark that he proposed to end his work on 'Creation 

and Restoration' with a second small treatise, plead for the former, while 

the appearance of a second title page, and a discontinued foliation ( Sabre 
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a obriga<;:äo das sabios is not numbered) suggest the possibility that the 
second section was printed some time after the fust, or that the author 

decided to include it during the process of printing. Either way, the works 

were considered different, since all five known copies have a different 

composition ofboth titles. The copies extant in the Biblioteca N acional of 

Lisbon, the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York and 

the Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana of Amsterdam only indude Sobre o princi-
pio e restaura<;:äo do mundo, while the copy at the Universitetsbibliotek of 
Uppsala begins with Sobre a obriga<;:äo das sabios followed by Sobre o 
principio e restaura<;:äo do mundo, although this copy lacks both title page 

and preliminaries.2'' 
The main work, Sobre o principio e restaura<;:äo do mundo has a spec-

tacular title page dominated by an engraving of a crowned lion seated, 

one leg resting on a round object -possibly the moon or globe -the right 

leg holding the sun. Inscribed above the lion is the word 'Ivda'. The en-

graving is contained in a double circle, with an inner surrounding text or 

lemma: Andaräo as gentes a tua lus, e os Reis ao resplandor de teu Sol. 1 At 
the foot of the page, the date ofimpression appears according to the Jew-

ish calendar 'A 14-de Adar, 5372', corresponding to 17 March 1612. 
The verso of the title page contains an upper inscription Par despeza 

do Sefior Jacob Coronel ('Funded by Sefior Iacob Coronel') and below, an 
impressive coat of arms, surmounted by a knight' s helmet. The helmet' s 

crest is a lion, holding a sword, with a device divided into four squares, 

representing from top left to bottom right a lion ambulant, a gryphon 

rampant, another gryphon rampant and a keep. The inscription below 

the device reads: Diriovido [sie] a Seiiora doiia Sarah a Bravanel. Given her 

apparent nobility the arms presumably belonged to the historic Abra-

vanel family; however, no such design appears among the known Abra-

vanel or Sephardic heraldry of the seventeenth century or earlier. 

The following five unnumbered pages (leaves signed fol. 2r-4r) are the 

dedication proper to the Nobilissima Senhora, dona Sara Abravanel, while 
no less than 20 unnumbered pages provide a detailed table of subjects dis-

cussed in Sobre o principio e restaura<;:äo do mundo in the order in which 
these are presented (leaves fol. 4v-A6r). The verso ofleaf A6 is reserved 

for errata. The workitself starts on leafBr and ends on M8v, foliated from 

1-95, but in fact includes only 86 pages since the numbering is highly er-

ratic. The text itself is divided into 16 chapters. 

While the scope, content and context of this work on 'Creation and 

Restoration' is not under discussion here, Sobre o principio e restaura<;:äo 
do mundo appears at first to be a compilation of thematically connected 
hmniletic discourses rather than a strictly scriptural discussion. The 

work may be based on sermons that had actually been delivered, or a cre-

stomathy of so-called asuntos predicaveis (preachable topics) a popular 
genre in ( Catholic) Iberian religious literature of the period. Moral inter-

pretations of biblical verses are occasionally enunciated in the fust per-
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son (by the preacher) addressing a second person (the worshipper) to en-

courage better conduct. 

The second work, Sobre a obrißafi'iO das sabios, appended to the former, 
at least in the now lost copy at the Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek in 

Hamburg, starts with a title page of its own. The fall title reads Sobre a 
obrißafi'iO das sabios, vida, e costumes, que tal nome requere, e da obrißafi'iO 
que tem os judeus de observar as declaraföes e preceitos por eles declarados 
para milhor ßUarda da ley de Deus ('On the obligation by the sages. The 
Life and Habits Required by that Tide and the Obligation the J ews have to 
Observe the Interpretations and Precepts Expounded by them, for a bet-

ter Observance ofDivine Law'). In identical fashion with that of the fust 

work, the title page is headed by the author' s name: Ishac de Castro. The 

title is directly followed by the statement that the work is dedicated to 

o senhor Iacob Coronel. 

The title page lacks any kind of ornamentation, except the character-

istic layout of the typography in the classic inverted triangle. A small vig-

nette at the bottom separates the title from the address. The latter only 

provides the supposed date ofirnpression, 'A 14. de Adar 5372', the same 

day on which Sobre o principio e restaurafi'iO da mundo was printed. Again, 
we find no information, either on the title page or the remaining leaves as 

to where the work was printed and by whom. 

Sobre a obrißafi'iO das sabios comprises one gathering of eight leaves, 
labelled N, an indication that the author or publisher intended it tobe ap-

pended to Sobre o principio e restaurafi'iO da mundo. However, the num-
bering is not continued: the leaves of the second work bear no numbering 

at all. The title page' s ver so is blank, and the work starts on the second leaf 

(N2r), finishing on the finalleaf of the gathering (N8v). 

While the content is not under discussion here, the title is accurate, 

since the work concerns rabbinical authority: the respect and obedience 

required on the part of congregants and the moral qualities required of 

religious leaders in order to deserve the authority with which they are en -

trusted. The work seems a tirnely contribution ainid the frequent disputes 

surrounding rabbinical authority in the early Sephardi settlements of 

former New Christians. Despite its topicality, the treatise contains no 

references to specific events or persons: it is more a moral discourse of a 

general nature. 

History: Isaac de Castro, Jacob Coronel and Sarah Abravanel 

The first puzzle tobe solved is posed by the persons involved in the edi-

tion of Sobre o principio e restaurafi'iO da mundo and Sobre a obrißafi'io das 
sabios, starting with the identity of the author himself. Leaving aside the 
evidently erroneous identifications with Isaac Orobio de Castro (1620-

1687) and Isaac Cardoso (1603/4-1683) made by early bibliographers, 
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including Kayserling, the problem remains that no person called Isaac 

de Castro is known to have existed among the early Portuguese Jews of 
Amsterdam or Hamburg. Alfonso Cassuto proposed as the most likely 

candidate Isaac Namias de Castro (1580-1669), son of the famous Ham-

burg physician Rodrigo de Castro (David Namias, c. 1550-1627); he ar-
gued that while he could not find anyone by the name oflsaac de Castro 

among the fust Portuguese Jews living in the Netherlands, ,; a positive 

identification was a real possibility among members of the Namias de 

Castro family ofHamburg. In addition to Cassuto' s negative argument, 

the Namias de Castro family is known to have been actively involved in 

Jewish life in Hamburg, while both Sabre a principia e restauraraa da mun-
da and Sabre a abrigaraa das sribias are manifestations of a notably zeal-
ous attitude, preoccupied with the reintegration of Iberian canversas. 
However, we know of no other work or related activity by Isaac N amias de 

Castro, and we have no information about him from records relating to 
early J ewish life in Germany ... ;· 

According to Cassuto the assumption that the author came from 

Hamburg is reinforced by the dedication ofboth Sabre a principia e res-
tauraraa da munda and Sabre a abrigaraa das sribias to Jacob Coronel. 
Again, we can confum Cassuto's initialconclusion that no Jacob Coronel 

occurs during the period in which both works were printed in the North-

ern N etherlands, whereas there are numerous references to a Jacob Coro-

nel living in Hamburg at this time. This wealthy Portuguese merchant, 

also known as Gorn;:alo Lopes Coutinho ( d. 1640 ), was an influential per-

son who might weil have sponsored Castro's books. Coronel was co-

founder of the dowry society Santa companhia de datar arphans e danzelas, 
established by the Portuguese Jews of Amsterdam in 1615, and was its 

Hamburg representative. 

The most mysterious person mentioned in Isaac de Castro' s works is 

Sarah Abravanel. Despite the appearance of a prominent coat of arms, 

and the title Dona on the versa of Sabre a principia e restaurarao's title 
page, together with a four-page dedication, Isaac de Castro does not pro-

vide enough detail about his patron to determine her role in the publica-

tion, not to mention Sephardic history. From the dedication we gather 

that he offered 'this bouquet of flowers culled from the garden of Holy 

Writ for you, as a descendent of that so illustrious blood and zealous heart, 

which in the Kingdom of Portugal served to protect and defend the af-

flicted Jews, risking its life to give itto them'. Perhaps she related to Dona 

Bienvenida Abravanel of the famous family of Spanish financers who set-

tled in Italy after the Expulsion of 1492. 
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Typographkal Analysis 

The following analysis of the principal typographical features is intended 

to establish where Isaac de Castro's works were printed, supported by an 

examination of the illustrations and confirming the conclusions based on 

the study of the extant copies of Sobre o principio e restaurafäO do mundo 
and Sobre a obrigafäo das sabios. 

A. Paper: In all the extant copies the paper is of a good to excellent quality. 
This was suffi.cient reason for Cassuto to maintain in 19 2 7 thatthe copy he 

examined at the Staats-und Universitätisbibliothek in Hamburg could 

only have been printed in the Netherlands, although he provided no fur-

ther details. Salomon, basing his conclusions on the copy at the Biblioteca 

Nacional in Lisbon, lists paper among the elements which he concludes in 

sirnilarly general terms, 'are typically German'. 'The paper used in non-

Jewish books published in Hamburg at this time, such as Jacob Renec-

cium's, Tria controversa problemata oder Drey Streit-Fragen, published in 
Hamburg by Michael Herings in 1612 or Rodrigo de Castro's, Medicuspo-
liticus, by Proben in 1614, or even the CL Salmos by David Abenatar Melo, 
presumably in Hamburg in 1626, is a typically brownish paper, with a felt-

like consistency in the Reneccium and Rodrigo de Castro volumes, where-

as the paper in all the extant copies oflsaac de Castro' s workis clear and far 

superior. 

B. Typeface: Salomon ·· and Cassuto ( discussing Tratado de Herem, which 
he supposed was printed in Hamburg) note the defective qualities of 

German typography in editions of Spanish and Portuguese works. In ex-

amining Melo' s Salmos, Salomon argues that Hamburg printers 'were not 
equipped to cope with Iberian tongues either, since they were unable to 

provide a "c" with a cedilla in roman nor an "n" with a tilde'. Regarding 

Isaac de Castro's Sobre o principio Salomon also observes the 'printer's 
lack of a movable til accent and the appearance of the type [?]' -not a con-
vincing conclusion. Cassuto observes that in the Tratado de Herem, pub-
lished in 1618, the printers were not able to print an 'ö', instead they used a 

Gothic 'o', and a specialcharacter to compensate for the absence of a '<;:'. 
Although it is too soon to present a full analysis of the different roman 

types used in Sobre o principio and Sobre a obrigafäO the general impres-
sion is one of careful typography, with a firm, regular setting. Regarding 

the use of a movable tilde and accents, both 'ft' and '<;:' appear as normal, 
whereas the typically Portuguese 'o' with tilde 'ö' appears only occasion-

ally, with extensive use made of accents aigu and accents grave instead ( see 
r:g. 6). Since Portuguese spelling was far from standardised in the seven-
teenth century and the use of accents also depended on the copy provided 

by the author, there seems tobe no reason to identify the type used in Cas-

tro's works as aresult of amore primitive German typography. 
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Fig.6 

Roman type used in Sobre a 
obrißa,ao, observe the use 
of ii, \; and movable accents 

til, aigu and grave on the 

vowel o, as weil as the 

careful typographywith 

added glosses in the 

margins 

i Vbriga~a6 ~~$abioSe 
a temtälaim na6 tt.l~~goa nem tr.a ... 
:b~~a,ao m~.d~oo S~r,· ~~ mofü.;u:a? 
ftegu~orll qne quand9 ~~m,~d;ir, comefe 
-primeyroprJosg . oquenaöa.yafi 
~ado,p~raq .. ·. . zcloheygualda· 
lde, refebao oom fuu.o „miw.o:as reprenfoy~,, 
,hc caftiguos . ~i:vm(IQ. lll~_: p~ra ·enmen~. 
Tem mays ubr ~,19,~.{atno ~egnad.or31 
he Haihao de a , de. $Jmeat os pocca,.. 
dos he l pena que por fll~~ f; alca~fa, pm:-
que · · o: nao peq1;1ede mo~an~!a, o que 
fai: fü:a folirc: · {u,,l,;t~m;1en~1a > .como . 
dis '6.~ijor fEzeduel : .. Horne eu tepus pot Ezec. 
i talay~ a cafadc Iförei,~ o.uviras poys ru ~·· 3,:11 • 
.Palavra de minha bc;x:;a, hca moeftaa lo~s 18• 11~ 
de. ~n~. p~ne , q~an~IQ e? diz~s:. a? 
tnao mQtte morer~s. e. u1 nao ® <\~O;-
eftares , mHhe falares, pa.ra queo m~6 fey~ 
.amoeß:adodefou ~aocaminho, para:q'.ug 
.viva, 6 mtb 1:non:era pot foa maldadet ma~ 
feu farigue demandarey de tua mao. E. fi; :C.tf: 
a moefta.res :16 inpio, 

1
he elle na~ foco1_wer~· 

ter de füa tr1alda<l.e; c: defeu m~o commho, 
elle 111nt!'era por fo:t maldade, _e m efcapaH~ 
tua Alma. Cl..t:!erendo6 Alü{li1~0 que tt)d~; 
as peuas qu.e na e(cdmra con ngor ;fb;> dt,: 
gua, he mauifdk o pregador , nao tao _ fo: 

N 4 · meme 

Moreover, in all the works printed in Hamburg, whether Jewish or non-

Jewish (apart from a general aspect which it is not possible to demon-

strate at present), the roman type indudes final characters with a kind of 

ornamental lower tail resembling calligraphic script, as in the 'e' and 'm' 

in the Gramatica hebraica by Moses Guideon Abudiente, published in 

Hamburg in 1633 (fig. 7). This kind of type is entirely absent in works 

printed in the Netherlands. Moreover, in Hamburg, a 'J' was often used 
instead of an 'I' ('J o' instead of 'Yo' or 'Io'), unlike Dutch printing with ro-
manletters. An analysis of the types usedin Castro's works points unmis-

takebly to the N orthern N etherlands. 
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Fig.7 
Tide page of Grammatica 

hebrea, Hamburg, 1633. 
Note the decorative tail 

pieces ofthe ending 

consonants 

C. Initial Decorative Capitals: While it is not possible here to discuss the 

regular initial roman capitals normally used in both works at the start of a 

new chapter or section, Cassuto mentioned some similarity between the 

capitals used in the Seßunda parte del Sedur printed in Amsterdam in 1612, 

some three weeks after Castro's works were finished. From what I have 

seen, the type does not seem particularly special. A minute examination 

of the letters would be required to establish whether an identical typeset 

wasused. 

By contrast, the decorative initial letters in Sobre o principio e restau-

rai;ao do mundo provide considerable information about the printing. 
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Fig.8 

Initial decorative P, in 

Sobre a obrißa,iio. Observe 

the irregularityin the right 

upper part of the standing 

legoftheP 

Fig.9 

Initial decorative P, in Libro 
de la tesuba. Observe the 

identical irregularityin the 

right upper part of the 

standing leg of the P 

Fig.10 

Ending decorative tail 

piecevignetteinLibro de la 

tesuba (Amsterdam 16!3), 

identical with the vignette 

in Siete dias de la semana 

Fig.n 

Ending decorative !arge 

vignette in Siete dias de la 

semana printed by Albert 

BoUIIleester in Amster-

dam. Thesamevignetteis 

found in DialoßOS satiricos 

see fig. 4a and fig. 4b 

The elegantly carved initial capitals with floral rnotives and vases such as 

the A (?)2r, D (B1r), C, (E7r) resemble Dutch printing of early seventeenth 
century more than German printing, as proposed by Salornon.' Although 

I still have to compare the two works, the initial A used in Sobre o principio 
( on the second leaf of the preliminary section, numbered [fol.] 2r) is re-

markably similar, if not identical with the initial A in the first published 

regulations of Dotar orphans e donzellas, printed in Amsterdam in 1615. 
lt is, however, the discovery of Sobre a obri13a1;:tio das sabios that offers 

the most convincing proof that both works must have been printed in Am-

sterdam. The initial 'P' on leaf N2r (fig. 8) is, in fact, identical with the initial 

'P' in the edition of Samuel da Silva' s Libro de la tesuba, supposedly printed 

in Amsterdam (fig. 9 ). The initials in both works have a characteristic sign 

of wear at the right of the standing foot of the 'P', a small rnissing piece that 

is clearly an exclusive feature. The similar arrangement of the title page in 

the Frankfurt edition of Libro de la tesuba, with an almost identical vignette 

printed in the same place as in Sobre a obri13ar;ao further strengthens the 
hypothesis that the two works were produced by the same printer. If this is 

true, a further possibility should be discussed. Since the authors ofboth 

Sobre a obri13ar;ao and Libro de la tesuba belonged to the Portuguese com-
munity in Hamburg suggests that the volumes were printed in that city, a 

further proofis needed if we are to establish that one or the other work was 

in fact printed in Amsterdam. 

D. Vi13nettes and Other Decorative Pieces: Clearly, the most spectacular ele-
ments in Isaac de Castro's work are the engraved title page with the alle-

gorical lion ofJudah and the coat of arrns on the reverse of the title page, but 

since these woodcut engravings appear to belang exclusively to Sobre o 
principio e restaurar;ao da mundo, they are oflimited value in the present as-
sessment of the typography. Probably, the irregular feature of the engrav-

ing, and the fact that its somewhat primitive nature dominates the typogra-

phy of the book itselfhave contributed to the irnpression that the edition 

was composed in German rather than Dutch typography. 

The small block vignettes used in Sobre o principio (leaves C3v, C6v, 
E8v, F7r andK3v and the blockvignette on thetitle page of S0breaobri13ar;ao) 
resernble the way vignettes were used as a decorative element in other 

Sephardic editions of the period, notably Bahya ibn Paquda's Libro de las 
obli13aciones de los corazones presumably printed in Amsterdam in 1610, 
and the Spanish Bible printed in Amsterdam in 16n. Similarvignettes also 

appear in Samuel da Silva's Libro de la tesuba of 16!3 (mentioned above). 
Although all these volumes have a comparable typographical element, this 

does not mean that the vignettes belonged exclusively to the Northern 

Netherlands. Block vignettes of a similar nature are also found in German 

printing of the seventeenth century, and only a detailed analysis of indi-

vidual vignettes, concentrating on defects or signs ofwear, rnight establish 

where and possibly by whom an early Sephardic book was printed. 
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Condusion 

We need to refer again to Libro de la tesuba to establish a final argument in 
our analysis. Its last printed leaf, F4v ( corresponding top. 44, fig. IO) fea-
tures a large characteristic vignette tail, which is found in another early 

Sephardic work, Los siete dias de la semana by Josepho alias Francisco de 
Caceres, published in Amsterdam between 16n and 16!3, andin Antwerp 

presumably in 16n (fig. n). Both from the title pages of this Spanish trans-

lation ofDu Bartas 's popular poem on Creation and from archival sources 

at our disposal, we know that this work was printed by Albert Boumeester, 

a Dutch printer who lived on Breestraat, in the neighbourhood in which 

the early Sephardim of Amsterdamlived. The combination of our previous 

conclusion that Isaac de Castro's Sobre o principio e restaurafao and Sobre 

a obrigafao das sabios were printed at the same house as Samuel da Silva' s 
Libro de la tesuba, together with the present conclusion that Libro de la 
tesuba must have been printed by the printer of Caceres' Los siete dias de la 
semana, namely Albert Boumeester, indicates that the latter was in fact re-
sponsible for all four editions, all realised in Amsterdam sometime be-

tween 18 March 16n ( Sobre o princfpio and Sobre a obrigafäO) and 30 May 
1613 (Libro de la tesuba). 

The discovery and analysis of a copy of Sobre a obrigafäO das sabios by the 
Sephardic author Isaac de Castro (possibly Isaac Narnias de Castro 1580-

1669) ofHamburg has finally enabled us to establish Amsterdam and Al-

bert Boumeester as the place and printer of this author' s major work Sobre 
o principio e restaurafao do mundo. Abrief survey of early Spanish and Por-
tuguese printing in N orthern Europe shows that a rigorous typographical 

study on this subject is required, despite the efforts of various eminent bib-

liographers and scholars. The availability of new bibliographical resources 

will greatly help to answer many questions, both bibliographical and his-

torical, regarding the fascinating subject of the return to Judaism of the 

Iberian New Christians in Northern Europe at the start of the seventeenth 

century, using the religious and didactical books published in Spanish and 

Portuguese language. 

Bibliographical Description 
Castro, Isaac de. Sobre o prinsipio, e restavracao do mvndo. By Ishac de 

Castro. [Amsterdam],f Iacob Coronel, [pr. AlbertBoumeester], 14Adar 

5372 = 17-n-16n. 8: [fols] 8 A6 B-MS ($5 signed); rn4leaves; ff. [14] 1-95 
[=86] [1]. 

[ title page] 
ISHAC DE CASTRO/ SOBRE O PRINSIPIO, / E RESTAVRACAO / DO 

MVNDü. / [engraving of a crownedlion] 
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Appendix A 14. de Adar, 5372. 

Content 

(fol.) u: titlepaße; (fol.) rv: coat of armswith uppertext 'Por espeza do 

sefior Iacob Coronel' and bottom text diriovido [sie] a sefiora dona Sara 
a Bravanel; ( fol.) 2r-(fol.) 4r: dedication to the nobilissima senhora dona 
SarahAbravanel; (fol.) 4v-A6r: table; A6v: errata; Bir-M7r: text; M7v-

M8v: blanks. 

Copies 

Amsterdam Universiteitsbibliotheek, Rosenthaliana, Ros. 1899 F 8; 

Lisbon, BibliotecaNacional, Res 125P (lacking [fol.]r = title page, +A7 

blank, -c7); New York, Jewish Theological Seminary 260:29; Uppsala, 

Universitätsbibliothek, Obr. 53:526 (bound after Sobre a obrißarao, 

lacking [ fol.] I -8 and AI -6 = fourteen preliminary leaves ). 

References 

Mattos (1878) p. 570, Da Silva, op. cit., vol.m, p. 232; vol. x, p. 94, 

Remedios (19n), p. 7I, DenBoer, op. cit. (1988), p. 204. 

Castro, Isaac de. 

Sobre a vbrigacao <los Sabios, vida, e cvstvmes, qve tal nome reqvere, e 

da vbriga~a6 que tem os iudeus de observar, as declara~oyes he persey-

tos por elles declarados para rnilhor guarda da Ley de Deus. By Ishac de 

Castro. [Amsterdam,pr.AlbertBoumeester], 14Adar 5372 = 18-111-1612. 8: 

NS; 8 leaves; 16 unnumbered pages. 

[titlepaße] 

lSHAC de CASTRO,/ SOBRE A VBRl-/ GACAO DOS SABIOS, / VlDA, 

E CVSTVMES, QVE / TAL NOME REQVERE, EDA /Vbriga~a6 quetemos 

Iudeus de ob-/ servar, as declara~oyes he per-/ seytos por elles declara-

dos / pararnilhor guarda / daLeyde Deus./ Dirigido a6 Senor lACOB / 

CORONEL / [vißnette] / 

A 14. DeAdar, 5372. 

Content 

Nir: titlepaße; N1v: blank; N2r-N8v: text. 

Copies 

Uppsala, Universitätsbibliothek, Obr. 5T526. 

References 

Cassuto op. cit., p. 213-216. 
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r. I wish to thank Herman Prins Salomon for his careful 

reading of the draft of this arricle and hls many 

constructive comments. 

2. A detailed bibliographical description with a 
reproduction of the title and tide page is offered below. 

Fromhereon I shall refer to both titles using modern 

Portuguese spelling. 

3. M. Kayserling, Biblioteca espafiola-portußueza-judaica 
(Strasbourg1890 ), S. VIII, does notmention a place of 

printing, norif the work was printed; S. Seeligmann, 

Bibliowaphie en historie: bijdraße tot de ßeschiedenis der 

eerste Sephardim in Amsterdam ( Amsterdam 1927), did not 
include Sobre o principio e restau,·afiiO do mundo in his 

survey of early Sephardi editions of the N orthern 

Netherlands. 

4. H.P. Salomon,Portraitof aNew Christian, Ferniio 

AlvaresMelo (r569-1632) (Paris 1982);H. denBoer, 'Spanish 
and Portuguese Editions from the Northern Netherlands 

in Madrid and Lisbon Public Collections. I. Towards a 

Bibliography ofSpanish and Portuguese Editions from 

theNorthernNetherlands ( c. 1580-c. 1820 )', in: StRos22 

(1988), p. 97-143; ibid. 23 (1989 ), p. 38-77 and 138-177; idem, 

Spanish and PortUßUese Printinßfrom the Northern 

Nethe1·lands r584-r825: Descriptive Bibliowaphy (Leiden 
2003), cd-rom; A.K. Offenberg, 'Spanish and Portuguese 

Sephardic Books Published in the Northern Netherlands 

before Menasseh benlsrael (1584-1627)', in: J. Michman 
(ed.),DutchJewishHistory, volIII (Jerusalem 1993),p. 77-
96; M. Studemund-Halevy, 'Sephardischer Buchdruck in 

Hamburg: ersterTeil',Lusorama32 (1997), p. 85-101; 

'Sephardischer Buchdruck in Hamburg: zweiter Teil', 

Lusorama 33 (1997), p. 41-72; idem, 'Sephardische Bücher 
und Bibliotheken in Hamburg', in Menora: Jahrbuch für 

deutsch-jüdische Geschichte r997 (Bodenheim 1997), 

p.150-180. 

5. Amsterdam, Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana; New York, 

Jewish Theological Seminary; Lisbon, Biblioteca 

Nacional,lackingtitle page (i.e., -[fol.]1); Uppsala, 

Universitetsbibliotek, bound after Sobre a obrißllfiiO dos 

sabios, lacking title page and prelirninaries (i.e., -[fol.] 

6,-A6). 

6. DenBoer, op. cit. (2003). 

7. Seeligmann, op. cit.; A. Cassuto, 'Zur Bibliographie 
und Geschichte der portugiesischen Juden in Hamburg. 1. 

Ein seltener nordholländischer Druck', in: Monatschrift 

für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums, 76, (1932), 

p. 215-219; J. da Silva Rosa, Die spanischen und 
portußiesischen ßedruckten Judaica in der Bibliothek des Jüd. 

portUß. Seminars Ets Haim in Amsterdam: Eine ErßilnZttß zu 
Kayserlinßs Biblioteca espaiiola-portUßUeza-judaica, 

(Amsterdam 1933); Salomon, op. cit.; Offenberg, op. cit.; 
H. den Boer, 'Ediciones falsificadas de Holanda en el siglo 

XVII: escritores sefarditasy censura judaica', in: Varia 
biblioßraphica: Homenaje aJose SinwnDiaz (Kassel 1988b ), 

p. 99-104; idem, op. cit. (2003). 
8. Seeligmann, op. cit.,p.36-38. 
9. Salomon, op. cit. 
10. Den Boer, op. cit. (1988a); idem, op. cit. (2003). 

n. Salomon, op. cit., p. 144-154. 
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12. Thid., p. 155-159. 

13. Ibid., p. 159. 

14. Referring to two works by Abraham Cohen Herrera 

( Alonso Ntiiiez Herrera ), Epitome de la l6ßica andLibro de 
las dqiniciones, published without place nor date, 

Salomon also proposes that theywere printed in 

Hamburgrather than in the N etherlands, although this 

awaits furtheranalysis (Salomon, op. cit., p. 185-186). 

Offenberg does not mention both works inhis surveys of 

Spanish and Portuguese Sephardi books published in the 

Northern Netherlands ( Offenberg, op. cit. ), which implies 
that he does notregard them as works possiblyprinted in 

theNetherlands. 

15. Seeligmann, op. cit., p. 50, n. 1. 
16. Salomon, op. cit., p. 183. 
17. Ibid., p. 148. 

18. Ibid., p. 183. 

19. Ibid., p. 183 

20. DenBoer, op. cit. (1988b ). 
21. The use ofHebrew type is not relevant in this context. 

Full Hebrew typesets are onlyfound in editions later than 

the works by Castro. The inclusion in Sobre o principio of 
transliterations ofHebrewwords and phrases is in itself 

no indication thatitwas printed in one or the other city. 

22. Referring to Sobre o principio, Salomon mentions 'an 
imperfect copy' (presumably in Lisbon's Biblioteca 

Nacional), ofwhich 'binding, paper, reddish tranches and 
three decorative initial letters are all typically German'. 

This impressionistic observation contradicts the careful 

typographical analysis Salomon presented earlier, 

regarding books printed in Hamburg (Salomon, op. cit., 
p. 159 and156-159 ). 

23. Amsterdam, Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana, New York, 

Jewish Theological Serninary; Lisbon, Biblioteca 

Nacional, lackingtitlepage (i.e., -[fol.]1); Uppsala, 

Universitetsbibliotek, bound after Sobre a obrißa,ao, 

lacking titlepage and preliminaries (i.e., -[fol.]6, -A6). 

24. 'And nations shall walk at thy light, andkings tot the 

brightness of thy sun', Is. 60:3. 

25. Baltasar (Isaac) Orobio de Castro was not even born 

when Sobre o prinsipio and Sobre a obrißafiiD were printed, 
and Fernando (Isaac) Cardoso, apart from the obvious 

difference in name, was born around 1604, and did not 

leave Spain until 1648. 

26. See Cassuto, op. cit., wherehementions thatno such 

person is reported in any contemporary historical source. 

27. Idem; M. Studemund-Halevy,Bioßraphisches Lexikon 

der Hamburßer Sefarden, (Hamburg2000 ). 
28. A.L. Leoni and H.P. Salomon, 'La Nation Portugaise 

deHambourgen 1617 d'apres un document retrouve', in: 

H. Mechoulanand G. Nahon ( eds),Memoria!I.-S. Revah: 

Etudes sur lemarranisme, l 'heterodoxiejuive et Spinoza 

(Paris-Louvain 20m), p. 263-293. 

29. Cassuto, op. cit., p. 215. The source mentioned by 
Cassuto is precisely in March 1612 and contains two 

persons called Jacob Coronel. See Studemund-Halevy, op. 

cit. (2000 ), p.369. Cassuto mentions a Jacob Coronel who 
appeared in 16r5 as one of the co-founders of the Dowry 

Society, Dotar orphiis e donzelasin Amsterdam and 
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correctly concludes that this Coronel mighthave lived in 

Hamburg in 1612; M. Studemund-Halevy, 'Die 

portugiesisch-spanischen Grabinschriften in 

Norddeutschland', in: Aschkenas7, 2 (1997), p. 389-439, 

here:p.425,434. 
30. Studemund-Halevy,op. cit. (2000),p.369. 
31. Salomon, op. cit., p. 156-157. 
32. Salomon, op. cit., p. 158. 
33. M. Studemund-Halevy, 'Zwischen Amsterdam und 

Hamburg: Sephardische Bücherschicksale im 17. 

Jahrhuntert', in: Norbert Rehrmann and Andreas 

Koechert ( eds ), Spanien und die Sepharden: Geschichte, 

Kultur, Literatur (Tübingen1999 ), p. 69-92, here: p. 82. 

34. Idem, p. 82. 

35. Salomon, op. cit., p. 159. 
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